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PART A
1.

Define an agreement

2.

What is a void contract?.

3.

Define Consideration.

4.

Who are the persons of unsound mind?

5.

What is a contingent contract?

6.

What is a Wager?

7.

Define a contract of indemnity

8.

What is a del credere agent?.

9.

Define Bailment

10.

What are contingent goods?.

11.

What is meant by earnest?

12.

Write a note on sale of returns

13.

What is meant by general offfer?

14.

Who is a stranger to contract?

15.

What is a free consent?

16.

Define coercion.

17.

What is a quasi - contract?

18.

What does continuing guarantee mean?

19.

Define Pledge

20.

What are the documents of title to goods?

21.

Define Goods under the Sale of Goods act

22.

What is void agreement?

23.

What is an implied contract

24.

What are cross offers?

25.

What is undue influence

26.

Define a contract of guarantee
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27.

Define a warranty

28.

What are specific goods?

29.

What is consensus ad idem?

30.

Who is bailee?

31.

Who is a sub –agent?

32.

What is fidelity guarantee?

33.

What is revocation?

34.

Define Proposal

35.

What are future goods

36.

What is particular lien?

37.

What are special damages??

38.

Write a note on quantum meruit?

39.

Can a minor act as a agent?

40.

What are the kinds of consideration?

41.

Explain Caveat emptor.

42.

Define Pledge

43.

What is the scope of business law?

44.

Define offer.

45.

What is gratuitous bailment?

46.

Who are co-sureties?

47.

Is a social obligation enforceable?

48.

Classify contracts of guarantee.

49.

What is injuction?

50.

Define voidable contract.

PART B
1.

Explain the different classes of a contract?

2.

Define Partnership. Explain the essentials of partnership?

3.

Who are promoters? What are their duties and liabilities?

4.

Explain the different modes of acquiring membership in a company?

5.

What are the ways in which agency is created?

6.

Distinguish between general offer and special offer.

7.

Discuss the different kinds of partners.

8.

What is memorandum of association? What are its contents?
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9.

Discuss the different kinds of partners.

10.

What are rights of a sureity?

11.

Define bailment and explain its characteristics?

12.

Distinguish between fraud and misrepresentation.

13.

What are the characteristics of joint stock company?

14.

What are the duties of a bailor?

15.

What is pledge? What are the essentials of a valid pledge?

16.

Discuss the provisions of law relating to contract with minors.

17.

State the importance of indemnity contracts

18.

Explain illegal contracts.

19.

What are the duties of a buyer?

20.

What are the difference between bailment and pledge/

21.

State the different types of consideration

22.

What is meant by option sales? What are its rules?

23.

What are essential features of bill of exchange?

24.

What do you understand by attempted performance?

25.

Classify contracts of guarantee.
PART – C

1. Explain the procedure for registration of partnership firm. What are the effects of non
registration/
2. Who is an unpaid seller? What are his rights against the goods and the buyer?
3. What is a memorandum of association ? Discuss the contents of it?
4. Define debentures and state its various kinds with merits and demerits.
5. What are remedies available to an aggrieved party on breach of contract?
6. Describe the various implied conditions and warranties in a contract of sale?
7. Explain voluntary dissolution of the partnership firm
8. State the rights and duties of common carrier
9. In what ways may a person a) become and b) cease to be a member of a company
10. Define a company and explain in detail the features of a company?
11. What is prospectus? What are its contents?
12. Explain the agreements which are opposed to public policy?
13. Explain the various modes of winding up of a company?
14. Explain the meaning and types of risk solution which may be passed in the meeting of the
shareholders?
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15. State the rules as to valid acceptance?
16. When a surety is discharge from liability
17. Define contract and explain the essential elements of a valid contract.
18. Discuss members voluntary winding up
19. Explain clearly the meaning of lifting of corporate veil in what circumstance can the corporate
personality be lifted.
20. Define the term endorsement. What are the various classes of endorsement.
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